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The following are the questions presented to the Shaykh with the corresponding minute marker from the audio:

1. Some of us brothers here in Columbus happen to be conducting some businesses’ with some brothers on the other side of town where they have no Salafī masjid. So, when the time for ṣalāh enters there are two options close by; one is a masjid upon Jamā’atul-Tablīgh methodology and the other is upon Ṣūfīyyah from West Africa. What should we do then, O Shaykh? Especially when some of them are warning against our Salafī brothers and some may take advice from us regarding some of what they are upon? [00:00:38]

2. How should a Muslim man deal with his children of the bed? [00:35:32]

3. We are from the Salafī youth from the Philippines, алḥамдүллāh Allāh has guided us to the clear Salafī methodology through the dawah and efforts of our elder brothers from Salafī Publications, may Allāh reward them. However, we have no Salafī Markaz or any Salafī du’āt yet in our country, what do you advise us to do in our situation? May Allāh prolong your life. [00:48:15]